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Recent measurements of the lifetimes of the t lepton and charm and 
beauty particles are reviewed, with emphasis on the experimental 
techniques used for vertex detection. 

I . I n t r o d u c t i o n 

In the past few years, decays of heavy leptons and h&drons carrying heavy 
flavour quantum numbers have become a fashionable topic, for theorists and ex
perimentalists alike. In the framework of the standard electro-weak theory, the 
flavour-changing transitions among quarks and leptons are described by their cou
pling to the charged weak boson, W*. The parton diagrams for heavy leptons or 
quarks arc identical to / i* decay, and thus apart from differences in the couplings 
of the W* to various par tons, the decay rates of the heavy quarks Q and leptons t 
are calculable and closely related to the muon decay time T P , namely 

192ir3 

'F"U 
BR(t -e-S>tut) = ^ ( ^ ) BR(C -+cl>tvt) 

i„ ( ™ * ) S BR{Q - t-p,q ) / X > , „ | ' , 

whore (if is the Fermi constant, m represent the partDn masses, and BR stands for 
the leplonic or semi-leptonic branching ratios. This simple relation is, however, only 
valid for free quarks and in the absence of flavour mixing and final state corrections 
due to the light quarks and gluons participating in the decay of a hadron. The 
differences in the couplings of the quarks to the W± are given by the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements I^Q. '* 1 Precise measurements of the lifetimes 
of heavy leptous, mesons and baryons, combined with their branching ratios, CAN 
serve as a test of these simple assumptions, help to determine the eli-.im-.nis of the 
quark mixing matrix Vgcj, and help in the formulation of theoretical models of weak 
decay, 
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From the point of view of an experimentalist the lifetime measurements are 
attractive because they represent a major challenge to the design and operation of 
detectors and to the data analysis. The principle difficulty experimentalists f&te j n 

the detection of heavy lepton and hadron decays are their small production rates 
in hadron and photon interactions, and their short decay lengths. Measurements of 
the branching ratios and lifetimes of the r lepton have remained an unchallenged 
domain of e + e~ experiments, which benefit from the copious production of r + r ~ 
pairs resulting in a very clean event topology. Signatures for heavy flavour partitles 
can be derived from their relatively high mass and the weak nature of their decay. 
Masses of 2 GeV/c 1 and above give rise to large transverse momenta of the decay 
secondaries and small branching ratios for any particular decay mode. The weak 
coupling causes the emission of leptons {e±,fi:k,f±, and neutrinos) and strange 
particles due to Cabibbo enhancement. Thus an experiment with good sensitivity 
requires a large-acceptance spectrometer with excellent momentum resolution and 
good particle identification, preferentially both for hadronsand Icptons, and a vertex 
detector with superb resolution and granularity. Furthermore, measurements of 
beauty parltcle lifetimes in hadron beams will not be possible without selective and 
efficient triggers, or at least the possibility of a fist off-line filter of events. 

The standard method to determine particle decay times is to measure the par
ticle momenlum and decay path, and thus requires an accurate determination of 
the production and decay vertices. If the decay products are not fully detected 
the momentum is often estimated from an unconstrained kinematic fit or from the 
measured effective mass and the momentum sum of the measured decay tracks. The 
accuracy of the estimate is tested by Monte Carlo simulation assuming a specific 
shape of the production spectrum. A more model independent estimate is based 
on the study of the decay length measured in the plane transverse to the beam in 
fixed target experiments. This method uses the fact that the transverse momentum 
distribution* ate weli known. Another method relies on the measurement of the 
so-called impact parameter p1'' which is defined as the distance of closest approach 
of a track to the production vertex, p is proportional to the product of the decay 
length and the decay angle, and in the re!ativistic limit becomes insensitive to the 
momentum or the decaying particle. The clear advantage of this estimator is that it 
does not require a fully reconstructed decay or estimate of momentum, and can use 
individual tracks from hadronic or semlleptonic decays, thus avoiding unacceptable 
losses due to small branching ratios and limited detector acceptance. Monte Carlo 
simulation is needed to relate the impact parameter to the decay time; this can he 
done to an accuracy of about 10%. 

In the folluwing, recent measurements of the r, and the charm and beauty life* 
times will be reviewi--1 information about the experiments and earlier results 
can he foun ' .nuic Ui-iatlcd Ttvi'sw articles. 
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3, Th* Lifetime of lh« r Lepton 
Though we now have evidence for the decay of Ihe Z* and I V into r * leptons 

from (he 1IAI experiment at the SPS collider,"' measurements A the i branching 
ratios and lifetimei hive been exclusively performed at the e*e~ storage rings PEP, 
PttTftA, DORIS and CESR, where large c*r" pair production produces a clean 
event topology. All these experiment* have improved the accuracy of the charge 
particle tracking by the installation of high precision drift chambers mounted on 
the outside of e thin-walled beam pipe. At present, the raajor limitation on the 
lifetime measurements is due to the fact that the production verte* is not observed, 
but is located somewhere inside the beam-beam interaction region. Ttnrks have to 
be extrapolated over a distance of several cm, depending on the radius of the beam 
pipe. 

Ttw MAC collaboration has extracted the i lifetime from the impact param
eter distribution of all well measured charged particle tracks from r decay. The 
production point is found using, with appropriate weights, the interception of the 
irsrks and the beam ellipse, The event sample ii selected by simple topology cuts, 
»ud contains Less than <% background. The resulting distribution for 6533 tracks 
is shown in Figure 1(e). The large statutes gain considerable precision. & clear 
shift ami excess of tracks on the positive side are visible.The trimmed average is 
•US r 2.4 /im, corresponding to a lifetime of 

r(r*) = 2,86 ± 0.17 ± 0.13 1 0 - ' 3 s / 

Thi> advantage- of the impact parameter measurement Is that systematic effects can 
eel to a large degree, and the ttluuned average docs not depend on the OTW on the 
imparl parameter measurement, as long u all errors are distributed symmetrically 
around zero. The remaining systematic error is dominated by the uncertainty in 
the factor n which relates the Impact parameter and lifetime; <* is determined by 
Monk' Carlo simulation. 

The Mark II1'1 and MRS1'* groups have derived the r lifetime from the measured 
rit'rny length distribution which is taken as the distance between the centre of the 
t' t collision region and the vertex formed by the three well measured charged 
pgrttrh'g tracks from the decay r •-»*'*** e r . The data from the Mark II group 
art' shown in Figure 1(b). A maximum likelihood method fit is performed which 
takes into account the individual error of each decay length. The Average decay 
length of ItfS t 3Gict» translates to an average lifetime of 

t(r*) 2.86 i 0.16 1 0.2S-10 " e. 

TheCXBO'" anil AltftMS"* experiments have presented preliminary results based 
on vriy similar analyses for substantially larger samples at r decays. Tlirir data are 

* If iber* Me two *IM» • *»e quoted, tbe fori ffjw<mlf the tlvfirtkiJ, ttw tKimJ the •itirwmtit 
UNwrlaittty 
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Krg ). Measurements of the T* lifetime!: 
Distributions "f (a) Lhc Impact parameter 
for 6S33 tracks from the MAC, and (k>) 
the decay lengths for 807 3-prong decays 
from the Mark II experiment. 

recorded at lower energies, resulting in Increased r + r~ production cross sections, 
reduced decay lengths and in larger background from iiadronie final states, 

A compilation «rf recent measurements of the r* lifetime ia given in Table I. None 
of the results listed has been published yet, and moat of these measurements can 
be viewed a* a calibration for the nigh precision drift-chamber and the technique 
applied to icieasiire auiall decay distances or impact parameters. Typically, the 
measurement errots ate compaiabte i» »«e to the quantity us«J estimate the detay 
time, thus mir observes a non-zert> decay time as a shift of a Gaussian resolution 
function to pubitive values. 

In ihc frantrwoik of the standard model the r lifetime ran be predicted, given 
the measured Icpionir branching. tttl(i * t s>«a>> - (IT.W i D.36)%,"" and the 
mass, M , 17H4 2 t 3.2 MeV/c*, 1" 1 namely 

r ( r ' ) l 4 2»6 1 n 0 6 , 0 , a a. 
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All experiments listed in Table I are in good agreement with each other, and the 
average differs by one standard deviation from the prediction. In fact, the measure
ments can be used to aet limits on possible deviations from the basic assumptions of 
the standard model. The measurements confirm the equality of the coupling of the 
r and fi lentous to the charged weak current to a level of 2%. The measurements 
also constrain the moat, of the f, to be less than 195 MeV/c 1 at 00% confidence 
level; a limit which is not competitive with recent direct measurements. On the 
other hand, if the r neutrino mixed with a neutrino of a mass greater than m r , the 
decay rate would be reduced by a factor of cos 1 $, where t is the mixing angle. The 
present measurements can limit such mixing only to sin t < 0.3, at 90% confidence 
level. 

Table I: Measurements of the r Lepton Lifetime 

Experiment Reference Lifetime 

< 1 0 - , s a) 

MAC 

Mark 11 

HRS 

CLEO 

ARGUS 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

2.86±0.17±0.13 

2.B6±0.16±0.25 

2BS±0 .15±0 . ] | 

3 .33+0. i4 i0 .20 

3.02±0.I9±0.I2 

Average 2.97±0.10 

3. Lifetimes of Charm Particles 

In the following, an overview over experiments measuring lifetimes of the charm 
mesons, D°, DA, and D*, (commonly referred to as F + ) * and charm baryons, A + , 
5*, and U°, will be given. The experiments are grouped as to the apparatus used 
for vertex detection. 

3.1 Emulsion Experiments 

In recent years, nuclear emulsions have been revived as active targets for life-
lime experiments because of their superb spatial resolution (better than ) fim) and 
granularity. With the addition of high resolution tracking external to the emulsion 
stacks, computer-aided scanning has substantially enhanced the analysing power 
or this technique. Two experiments have rerently reported results based on data 
recorded many years ago. 

' Throughout lliii report reitrtuce to panic In l i l t /I''. I> ' . iJj liuplit* i l l o the charge fonjilgilc 
•titco D ,D ,DlM utiles! t ip l id t ly Btaleil 
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The E-531 " experiment employed an emulsion in the u beam at FNAL. The 
group recently published 58 /J° decays and 47 decays of charged charm particles, 
among them 6 unique D] , 13 unique A,, and 28 decays that are consistent with D + , 
but also compatible with the kinematics of D+, and/or Ac

+ decay. Thin A* and D* 
contamination, which is estimated from a fit to the decay time distribution to be 
4.8 * 5.0 events, is responsible for the larger error in tiie £» + lifetime. A likelihood 
fit to the observed decay time distributions results in 

r(/J°) = 4.3 ±g;J ± g i 10 , 3 B and r(D* ) = l l . l ±\\ 10 l 3 a. 

The lifetime ratio is calculated to be 2 .6±£ \ . The average lifetimes of the fitted 
D ; and A(* decays are 2.fi i | \ • 1 0 " l a s and 2.0 ± £ \ I t ) - ' 3 e, respectively. 

The WA-581"" group exposed a thin emulsion target to a ohoton beam at 
the CEHN SPS. Their results, listed in Tables 111 and IV, are b*sed on 45 events 
containing 27 £>*,44 £>°, and 11 A* decays. While the observation of two secondary 
vertices in most of the events greatly enhances the purity of the charm selection, 
the identification of individual decay modes remains difficult, partially due to the 
limited mass resolution and particle identification of the Omega spectrometer. Only 
8 D* , 8 P°t and 2 A* decays are identified by unambiguous fits to decay modes 
involving two or more charged and no neutral secondaries 

3.2 Bubble f,7iamber Experiments 

The use of bubble chambers as active targets has the advantage that within a 
small fiducial volume, tracks can be accurately measured and clea.ly associated with 
the production or de-ay vertices. In the small bubble -:hamber LEBC, the single 
track resolution has been pushed to a few pm, by the introduction of laser optics, by 
improved MM) measuring machines, and by optimum operating conditions resulting 
in small bubble diameters and high bubble density. At Ferrnilab, holography is being 
used in the 15 feet bubble chamber. 

The NA-27 group used the hydrogen bubble chamber, LEBC, in the European 
Hybrid Spectrometer and has recently completed the analysis uf data recorded in a 
36Q Ge V a beam. 1" 1 The experimenters rely on the excellent vertex resolution and 
picture quality to select a sample of clean charm decays. They apply several different 
technique!! to derive lifetime estimates for charm particle decays that cannot be 
constrained by kinematics Eor instance, they estimate the total momentum from 
the effective mass and momentum of the measured charged particles associated 
with the deray, or they measure the distribution of impart parameters of the tracks 
associated with the charm decay. In both cases they infer the average lifetime from 
the measured distributions using Monte-Carlo methods. In addition, tiiey have tried 
to reduce the model dependence by combining the distribution of decay lengths 
measured in the plane transverse lo the beam with the measured exponential form 
uf the transverse momentum distribution. The transverse decay length distributions 
fur the neutral and charged charm sample are shown iu Figure 2. 

6 
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Fig. 2. NA-27: Transverse decay length 
distributions for selected D meson decays. 

The length IT has been corrected, event by event, Tor the minimum detectable 
length The two distribution!) are clearly different. A maximum likelihoud fit gives 

r{D") < I ±8.2 i o - 1 J

a •nd T{/J +) = 10.7i*;g 1 0 - , 3 a 

tly applying different techniques to measure lifetimes to different, bui overlapping, 
event samples the authors conclude that the t runs verse decay length is a robust 
estimator d the lifetime. Uncertainties in the measured transverse tmirneiilum 
distribution are included in the error. In the JJ* sample, there is no evidence far 
a sh«rt-lived component due to D* or A< contamination. The ratio of U* to iJ° 
lifetimes is 2.6 ig J. 

The NA-27 has recently reported a result11"1 on the A* lifetime, based on nine 
three prong vertices that have been unambiguously fitted to Cabibbn-favourrd decay 
modes. I ( A ; ) - I 2 i g | 1° " 8 

3,3 Kxperiii>eri(s with Silicon Vertex Detectors 
The use of Si Ikon as an active target and as a high restitution trarking devirr 

w » pioneered by two groups at CKIlN. The NA-1 group ' *"' uses a tared niaJr of 



40 silicon wafers. 300 fitn thick and spaced by 100 Jim, to detect multiple vertices 
in an event with tracks reconstructed in the downstream spectrometer. Since there 
are two charm decays per event, the association of the decay length and the charged 
decay secondaries nften remains ambiguous. This problem Is overcome by selecting 
exclusive V°i) production and £ > ' * - • DP*-* decays. 

The N A - l l group was the first to use silicon microstripa to reconstruct sec
ondary vertices and to demonstrate > 9996 efficiency and single track resolution 
of 5 ftm per plane "*' A system of on-line processors was used to trigger on 
prompt electrons or more than one kaoisv detected by a calorimeter and Cerenkov 
counters downstream. Recently, the group has presented a sample of 6& semi-
Icplattic decays />* • K* (6W»J e •*>,. '"' The decs* times are estimated using 
I lit observed invariant mass and momentum, and corrected for the minimum de
lectable decay lime compatible with the vertex cuts. The resulting lifetime of 
r ( i > * ) = 11.2 ± j | ±0 .8 1 0 " " • compares well with the earlier result based on 28 
/ J * -* K * + i r + decays. 

In an attempt lo detect secondary vertices at I lit trigger level, the same group, 
under the label NA-32. installed an active target of 14 finely segmented silicon 
counters. 1'" While the on-line charm selection did not produce satisfactory results, 
a total of 38 10 s were recorded with an interaction trigger in a 200 GeV hadron 
beam. At present 11 million * " and 6 million K ' interactions have been analysed 
resulting in 98 fully reconstructed D decays. Two or more decay tracks are required 
lo form a vertex thai is separated from the interaction point by a distance of at 
leasi 3 mm. The I> momentum must point back to the production point to within 
a few pin. Preliminary data, shown in Figure 3, demonstrate the cleanliness of the 
samples. There are 46 D* and 52 D° decays, above a background of 4 and 10 events, 
respectively To furred for detection losues at short decay distances the measured 
decay times are corrected for the smallest detectable decay time, te„, — ( - tmm, 
compatible wilh the selection criteria Maximum likelihood file to the background 
subLracted time distributions yield 

r(/->°) 3.9 ±»g . , < r 1 3 s and r{Df) = 9.8 ±{;g 1 0 " " s. 

The systematic errors are estimated to be substantially smaller than the statistical 
errors quoted The measurements translate into a lifetime ratio of 
t{l)'){f{lf) "2 5 1 0 6 . 

The NA-32 Rruii | . | J , J has applied the same analysis lo search for the decay 
/.',' • K K * *' and finds 12 events above a background of less than one. The mass 
is WTiti'l t 2.1 MeV /c * . Due to ambiguities in the kaon and proton identification a 
few events are imiipatible with the decay modes I)* « Jt* n * « * or A* - * K'p* *. 
They arc excluded from the sample A lit to the corrected decay time distribution 
gives r(/•>; ) 3 4 I "J 10 I J s. If we combine these 12 decays with the 9 decays 
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Fig, 3. NA-32: Effective mass and corrected decay time 
distributions for the selected D meeons. 

observed by NA-ll in the same detector the weighted average is 

In 1985 the NA-32 collaboration " improved the resolution and granularity 
of the vertex detector by the addition or two CCDs at a distance of 10 mm and 
20 mm from a 2.5 mm thick Cu target, that was exposed to • 230 GcV negative 
hadron beam. The trigger required at least two particles without a signal in the 
threshold Cerenkov counters, thus increasing the D* and A r signals by about a 
factor of 12. Thia is the first use of Charged Coupled Devices aa tracking detectors 
for minimum ionizing particles. At present roughly 20% of the 16 million triggers 
have been processed and the results are presented in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows a 
decay A,' --* pK if* projected on to a plane parallel to the CCDs. With an incident 
intensity or 10 6 particles per 2.S B beam pulse there are on the average 2 hi ls /mm 2 , 
compared to a cell density of 2100/nim' in the active area of 8.8 x 2.4 mm*. The 
efficiency of the CCDs was measured U; be 95%. The primary vertex is determined 
with a precisian of 2 prn in the plane transverse and 60 /mi along Die direction 
of the incoming beam. A total of 14 Ac decays have been observed (including one 
background event), their masses are peaked al 2285.6 i 1.1 MeV/r'. Three decays 
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Willi ambiguous particle identification are compatible with D* or D* decay lo KKJ 
and they are excluded from the lifetime determination. A Hi gi\ ivcs 

T ( A C * ) = 1 4 ± ° | ± 0 . 3 J O ' 3 * , 

where the systematic erroi reflects the sensitivity of the fit to changes In the event 
selection and assumed position error. 
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Fig. 4. N \ 32: Measurement of the Ac lifetime, (a) display of a single event detected 
in the CCDi in the projection transverse to the beam, (b) effective mass and (c) 
decay time distribution Hits in the first and second CCI) are marked as triangles 
and tii ' lcs, respectively. The open symbols mark hits that are not associated with 
this event They are due to additional beam tracks passing during the active time 
of the (X l ) s 

Over the past six months, the E-691 group from Fermilabhas reported lifetime 
measurements with high statistical and systematic accuracy. The present analysis 
is based on up lo 45% of a total 10 s interactions recorded by the Tagged Photon 
Spectrometer. Inelastic interactions in the 5 cm long Beryllium target were selected 
by a trigger on the transverse energy measured in the downstream calorimeters. 
Three triplets of Silicon strip detectors with 50 /jm spacing and digital r eld-out 
were installed lo improve the charged particle tracking close to the target. The 
event selection is remarkably straight forward and designed to minimize systematic 
errors in the determination of the lifetimes. (1) Tracks from the decay of a charm 
particle are required to form a good secondary vertex, all other tracks are used to 
form Lilt- primary vertex. (2) The impact parameter of the reconstructed charm 
candidate relative to the primary vertex is not to exceed 80 jim. (3) The decay 
path was required lo be larger than l m l n - This distance was chosen to be typically 
6-10 limes tin- resolution a,, in order lo reduce the background for each decay 
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mode to Ml acceptable level. The proper time b calculated using Ihe measured 
momentum and the distant* from t n u t to the decay vertex. (4) The particle masses 
had to be consistent with the Cerenkov counter pulse heights. The resulting (bur 
D meson samples art presented in Figure 5. There are three independent samples 
for the V? and one for the !>*, their statistics and the cleanliness are nmarkabfe. 
The decay time distributions are fit to a sum of signal and background. The fit 
takes into account the resolution, acceptance, detection efficiency and the measured 
background distributions* The number of signal and background events, and the 
tmm cut are given m Table II. The three tfi samples are statistically independent, 
they have different corrections and background. The fact that all three samples 
agree provides a check on the systematic uncertainties. The background subtraction 
for the two D' modes is negligible; for the decay D° -* K*"** it causes a shift by 
0.05 n». The total acceptance correction amount! to -0,030 ± 0.007 ps. A global 
Itt to all three aubiamples gives 

r{0°) » 4.35 ± 0.IS i 0.10. M'u s. 

The &* decay lime distribution shows a clear deviation from the expected expo
nential; tills is due lo the limited length of the decay region and the longer average 
lifetime. The correction due lo acceptance and resolution is -0.050* 0.015 ps, the 
background subtraction amounts to 0,2$ ± 0.025 ps, and absorption in the target 
causes a shift by -0.030 ± 0.005 ps. A fit to the data results in a lifetime or 

riD') - 10,0 ±0.S ±0.3 . 10" n s. 

The charged I) meson lifetime exceeds the lifetime of the neutral t> meson by a 
factor of2.4<i 10.14 ±0.08. 

Table II: Results from Experiment E-691 at FNAL 

llecay Mode Vertex Cut 

' m i d / 0 * 

Decays Background Lifetime 

(nr».) 
/;* _ i( -1,» 8 740 4SO ± 10 4.3 i 0.2 

D'* -< f ; e a* - K vU* 5 38S 18 ± 2 4.6 1 0.3 

D*+ - D*** — JSf-*"»at+sfsr+ ? 228 25 ± 3 4.0 ± 0.3 

D* -*K **** Mi SSS& 383 1 9 111.6 ± O. 

U* -jn* 6 61 21 ± 3 $-* "*».* 
n* .jri<< 10 3» 15 i 3 AM *£« 

« • -pK ** • | fiS 100 t in 2.11 *S5 
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The same data sample wu used to atudy the D+ lifetime.'"11 The Df mesons 
were identified by two different decay model, Df -• eW+ -• K'K+n* and D/ -• 
~K'°K+ -» K ~ K + * + . The mass spectra end corrected decay time distributions for 
the two sample are shown in Figure 6. There are two well separated mass peaks, 
one from the Cabibbo-ttippreeied decay of the £>*, the other from the decay of the 
D*. The decay time distribution* include only deetyi within the man region 1.053 
- 1.085 OeV/c 1. The number of signal and background events are given In Table II, 
A maximum likelihood fit to the total sample of 09 C/ decays givea a mean lifetime 
of 

The main contributions to tk« systematic error arise from the corrections for «/• 
Bcfciicy and resolution, -0.05010.017 ps, and from the background subtraction, 
±0.12 ps. Decays D* -* #f_**W* and A« -t pK~** ere estimated to contribute 
less than one background event la the total Df sample. 

At ibis conference, the E-6M group'** presented the first, still preliminary 
results on the lifetime of the A? (cd») fearyon, based on 91% of the total data 
sample- The analysis follows the same procedure outlined above for charm mesons. 
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The results, based on the decay mode A+ -• pK'r*, are given in Table II and 
in Figure 7. The background is substantially larger than for the charm meson 
decays, because of the smaller production cross section and the shorter lifetime. 
The systematic error, quoted as ±0.3 • 10~ 1 3 s, is Still under study. 
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Fig. 6. E-691: Effective mass and 
decay time distribution far the decays 
Df -X£T7+ and D+ - K ' ° K + . 

Fig. 7. E-691: Effective mass and de
cay time distribution for selected A* 
decays. 

The E-400 group at Fermi lab presented a first result on the production and 
lifetime of the 5C

4 (csu) baiyon at this conference. " The data were recorded in 
a high -nergy neutron beam by a large spectrometer with two magnets and three 
Cerenkov counters, placed downstream of a segmented target and a vertex detector 
of Silicon wafers and 9 planes of MWFC with 0.25 mm wire spacing. The resolution 
of the impact parameter was typically 60 urn, the average error on the longitudinal 
position of the interaction point was 1 mm. Figurefl shows the A°/f_JTi'Jr~ effective 
mass for candidates for the decay of the B* baryon. For these candidates, the 
KTIT! vertex is required to be separated by 3a from the primary vertex and the 
A" momentum has to exceed the momentum of both pions and point back to the 
secondary- vertex. The mass distribution shows two narrow peaks, separated by 
72±8 MeV/c' . There are 32±8 and 27± 11 events in two peaks. They are interpreted 
as two Cabibbo-favourcd decays, E f

+ -* A0 Jf" TT + JT - and E+ - . ^ff-jr+Tr". The 
separation of the two peaks corresponds to the energy of the missing photon from 
the decay E° -t A 0f. A maximum likelihood for a sum of a polynomial background 
and two Gaussian peaks yields a 2+ mass of 2448 ± 5 MeV/c 1 . The uncertainly 
of the absolute mass scale is estimated to be 30 MeV/c 1 . The average lifetime for 
all decays was determined from a comparison of signal and background events with 
Monte Carlo simulations, the result, 

T(Z*) = 6 . 2 ± } ; | . 1 0 " 1 3 S 

compares well with an earlier measurement from ihe CEFtN hyperon experiment. 
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Fig. 8. E-4QD: Effective mass of candi
dates for the decays of the E+ baryon. 
The curve represents the result of a maxi
mum likelihood fit taking into account the 
experimental resolution. 

3.4 e + e~ Experiments 

The advantage of c* t~ experiments io the fact that 45% of the hadrontc final 
states contain heavy flavour particles, and clean samples of charm particle decays 
can be obtained on the basis or kinematics alone, avoiding losses at short decay 
distances. 

The DELCO group has published "' a measurement of the DQ lifetime based 
on the measurement of the impact parameter of the K' and w + relative to the 
beam centre that is monitored by a set of four electrodes placed inside the vacuum 
chamber. A multi-cell Cerenkov counter and » very loose cut on the £>' + — £>° 
mass difference are employed to select the decay modes D° - • /f "w + + neutrals. 
The average impact parameter of 151.7 ±42.5 pm translates to - lifetime r(D°) = 
4.6± 1.5 ±° J-10" 1 3 s. Systematic studies show that the measurement is largely bias 
free and insensitive to small errors in alignment or resolution. 

The Mark II collaboration1"1 recently published a measurement of the D° and 
D* lifetimes, the HRS,'"" 1" TASSO,'" "' CLEO, 1" 1 and ARGUS 1" 1 groupB pre
sented preliminary results on D°, Df , and Df lifetimes at recent conferences. Since 
space is limited and the analyses are similar for these experiments, only the CLEO 
analysis will be described in detail. The charged particle tracking in the CLEO 
detector relies on two cylindrical drift chambers, a 10 layer vertex chamber with a 
90 fim resolution and a larger volume chamber with 17 layers and 140 /jm resolution. 
The chambers are operated in a 10 kGauss magnetic field and are instrumented to 
measure drift time and specific ionization. The extrapolation error for a single high 
momentum track is approximately 100 /im. Candidates for the following charm me
son decay modes deselected (a) D - 4 -» D Q 7i + . Da • K~i\ *, (b) D + -• K~ir*ir + , 
and (c) D* • * * + , * -* K K*. The kaons are identified by timc-of-flight mea-

. i ..} 
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suremcnts or by dEjdx in the drift chamber gas, Appropriate mass cuts are applied 
to select the D' * and * decays. Additional cuts on the particle momenta and an
gles further enhance the signals. The d-cay point of a charm meson candidate is 
determined as the fitted Intersection of all charged secondaries. The fitting pro
cedure incorporates the uncertainties due to multiple scattering, apatial resolution 
and track finding, and only vertices with x 3 /dof less than 6 are retained. The 
decay length is measured as the distance between the fitted decay vertex and th* 
average beam position, which is monitored on a run-by^run basis. The size of the 
interaction region is 150 pm (FWHM) in the vertical and 1200 urn (FWHM) in 
the horizontal plane. The decay lengths are converted to proper flight distances 
CT using the measured momenta. In Figure 9 the distributions in effective mass 
and decay distance arc shown for the three decay modes measured by the CLEO 
collaboration. There are 247 D°, 317 D* and 87 D+ decaya above backgrounds of 
28, 279, and 54, respectively. Although the measurement of the decay distances is 
limited by the detector resolution and the beam size, the displacement of the nearly 
Gaussian distributions to positive values it apparent. The observed distributions are 
fitted to a sum of two contributions, the charm particle decay distribution and the 
background distribution. The background contribution is measured separately from 
candidate decays that pass all the selection criteria except far having an invariant 
mass outside the signal region. Their decay time distributions are centred on zero 
(within errors). The results are stilt preliminary, r{D°) = 5.0 ± 0.7 ± 0.4 • 10* " s, 
r(£> +) = 11.4 ± 1.6 ± 1.0 1 0 " s, and T(D+) = 4 .6±2 .1 ± 0 . 5 • 10"' 3 s. The sys
tematic errors include the uncertainties In the detector resolution, the background 
subtraction, and the beam position. The lifetime ratios are 

' ( 0 + ) / T ( D ° ) = 2.3 ± 0 . 5 and r(D?) /r (D°) = 0.9 ± 0.5. 

2.5 Summary on Charm Partic/e Lifetimes 
A compilation of lifetime measurements of charm meson? is given in Table HI. 

There are now 16 experiments contributing 2414 D°, 1743 D + , and 320 Df decays, 
substantially more than a year ago. The improvement is mainly due to the high 
statistics, high resolution results from the E-691 experiment at Fermilab. In at
tempting to combine the available information, averages and combined errors have 
been calculated. All individual results, whether final or preliminary, have been 
weighted by the inverse square of the fractions) error, a recipe that in the limit of 
perfect resolution and negligible acceptance corrections corresponds to the number 
of events in the sample, which is the correct weight foi an exponential distribution. 
(For large Gaussian errors like in e'* c~ experiments, however, the inverse square of 
the total error is the more appropriate weight.) Using the combined statistical and 
systematic errors quoted, the best estimate for the lifetime of the charmed mesons 
are, in units of 10" ' 3 s, 

f(D°) = 4.42±gJ5 , r(D+) - 10.3 I 0.4 , f (/?,•) = 4.4 ± g j . 

The lifetime for the charged and neutral I) nii'smis are clearly different, tin: average 
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Fig. 9. CLEO: EITeclive mass and decay length distributions for Da,D+ and Df 
decays. 

of the ratio measured by individual experiments ia 

x ( D + ) / r ( D ° ) = 227 ± 0 . 1 3 . 

This average is strongly a Ifec ted by the very low ratio of 1.4 ± 0.3±{j J from the 
photo-production experiment using the SLAC Hybrid Facility. If we exclude this 
measurement though there is no good reason - the average of this ratio increases 
to 2.40 ±0.13. The D*/D° lifetime ratio can also be inferred from the semi-leptonic 
branching ratios. The Mark III group 1" 1 has reported BR{D* — e+X") = 0.170 ± 
0.010 ±0.007, and BR(D° - e* X\ = 0.075±O.OU±0,004,*nd the ratio BR(D* -» 
e 4 X)iHR(D° ' r*A") = 2.3 ±%\ ± 0 !, in agreement with the ratio from the direct 
nieasurciiimils. Since the purvly leplonic widlhs of the charm mesons are negligible 
and the seini-lcplonic partial widths of the Da and D* should be nearly equal (unless 
Caliibbo-supprcssed processes play a major role in D* decay), a difference in the 
lifetime and sumi-leptonic branching ratios implies a difference in the non-teplonic 
widlli of the two states. Numerous theoretical explanations have been proposed lo 
either enhance the D° or suppress the D* hadronic width and they were discussed 
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at length at Urn conference. A resolution of this and other questions will require 
detailed study of exclusive decay modes. 

Table fit: Measurements of Lifetimes of Charmed Mcsuns 

Expirimtnl Ref. • « i y * r ( 1 0 ~ , 3 i ) [ ) * » ? • r ( i o _ 1 3 i ) 

&S3I 

WA.68 

IS 

M 

31 

37 
ll.j±J;J 

6.0±}§±l.9 
i t 

44 
«±Jti±ia 
s.fl± 0;J±o.7 

« «••*!:? 

S1IF 

NAIfl 

NA-IB 

NA17 

IS 

Ifi 

IT 

18 

4B 

l i 

T 

4D 

I,fl±i3±g;j 
•••±1:1 

e.3±^±i.s 
to.7±J;J 

to 

IS 

9 

60 

O.I±0.9±0.3 

«'±i:o 
4I±J|±0.B 

NA-I 

NAM 

NA-31 

B-691 

l i . M 

13,14 

IS 

16.17 

19,30 

M 

IB 

69 

41 

BB9 

io.*±g;S±i.a 

ll.)±]§±0.B 

l0 . f i±0,S±0.3 

t l 

» 

41 

1360 

3T±J5±O.S 

"-LSI 
4.3S±O.IS±0.10 

e 

i i 

99 

3 . a ± | 0 

«±8:g±o.a 
DELCO 

MKU 

HRS 

TASSU 

CI.EO 

AKC3US 

31 

SS 

36,37,3(1 

39,40 

41 

4! 

Ifl 

114 

147 

B.fl±5J±l.S 
8 . j ± i . i i i . e 

11 4± l . f l±0 .7 

es 
S3 

13 

317 

149 

4.6±l.B±g;J 
4.T±g;J±0.S 
4 . 1 ± 0 . 9 ± C 6 

4.3±J5±0.8 
SO±O.T±0.4 

4 B9±0 65±0.6Ci 

13 

7 

•7 

•6 

J . i ± J g ± 0 . 9 

3 . 4 ± J | ± 0 . 7 

4 . f i i l . l ± 0 , S 

4 4 ± ) . 4 ± 1 . 0 

Total 1743 io.»±8 :« 1414 4 . 4 l ± g : i S 319 , 1 7 + t H B 

Measurements of the D* lifetime have in the past suffered from extremely low 
statistics and the contamination from D + and A* decays. New dal* from the 
fixed target experiments £-691 and NA-32 show that the D+ and D° lifetimes are 
comparable, 

Among the ten Jp = 1 /2 f charmed baryon states predicted by SU+ only the 
lowest mass State, A* (cud),* is well established at a mass of 22B&.6± 1.8 MeV/c 3. 1" 1 

Five experiments have contributed to the measurement of the A* lifetime, in partic
ular NA-32 with nigh resolution data recorded with a set of CCDa. The CERN hy-
pcron experiment WA-62 ' was the first to present evidence for the strange charm 
baryons 5* (csu) at a mass of 2460± 15 McV/e* and n£ (ess) at 2740 t 10 MeV/cV 
The experimenters observe a clear shift to positive values in the background sub
tracted decay length distribution for the decay E t' -« \°K~iflnl- mA fit yields 
T{Z} ) - 4.8 ±H k\l • It) , a E. T h e t h r e e r econs t ruc t ed decays (1^ • =" K TJ 1 n ' 

* 1'lit quark contents of ill* hyp-tron Malta is indicated to explain the luwwnclatur* 
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have an average decay time of 7.9 ± 2.B ± 2.0 • I 0 " ' 5 », Theoretical estimates for 
the ratio of the 5* to h* lifetimes vary between two and four.'"' 

Table IV: Measurements of Lifetimes of Charmed B&ryons 

tuptriinint Rif 
A? 

D««yi r ( l 0 _ , 1 i ( 
5? 

D«c»y» r(10- '»i ) D«t»yi r { l O _ " I ) 

E-631 

WA-58 

13 

14 

13 

11 3.3ig;g±0.4 

NA-27 22 0 »-»*8:J 
NA-32 

£-691 

29 

31 

14 

65 

1.4ig;5±0.3 

2O±g.;i0.3 

E-4D0 

WA-62 

32 

33,4* 

SB 

B2 

62±J:S 
3 1.9±2.8±3C 

Tola! 112 l.fi±S;J ( 141 5.7*J ; ; 3 7.9 ±3.4 | 

4. Lifetimes of Beauty Particles 

U has been four years since the MAC 1"' and Mark ll1*" collaborations first 
reported lifetimes of beauty particles in the range of 1 0 " l s sec, substantially longer 
than anticipated. These first measurements were confirmed by olhet experiments at 
PEP and PETRA, and now updates of earlier results with additional data, improved 
detectors a;>d refinements in the analysis are available. Recent measurements from 
th* four PEP experiments are shown in Figure 10. 

The MAC collaboration'"' has completed an analysis based on the total data 
sample collected at PEP, 30% of which was recorded with a high resolution vertex 
detector. This device was installed on the outside of a vacuum pipe of 3.5 cm radiu,>, 
and consists of 6 layers of thin-waited tubes counters and is operated at a pressure 
of 4 atmospheres. Each tube provides a position measurement with a resolution of 
50 /4m. The error on the impact parameter was improved from 350 irm far data 
recorded without the vertex chamber to 00 nm for the data with the vertex chamber. 
Multiple scattering contributes 360 /im/p(GeV) and 65 fim/p(GeVl, respectively, 
to these errors. Hadronic events containing beauty particles wtire tagged by a 
muon or electron with a large transverse momentum, with respect to the thrust 
axis. Th= sample consists of 462 events, IA2 with the vertex chamber in operation, 
and is expected to contain 70% bb and 16% cc events. The impact parameters 
or all well-measured tracks with mumentnm above 0.5 CeV/c were measured in 
the plane transverse to the beam. There ate 15SS and 44) track;, in the two data 
samples with impact parajm-iers of less than 4 mm and 3 mm, respectively. The B 
production point wa=. determined from remaining tracks \t\ the eveflt. This reduces 
the uncertainly in the impact parameter by ahout a factor of three compared 10 the 
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Fig. i \ Measurements of the beauty lifetime: Impact parameter distributions of 
the four PEP experiments. 

measurement relative to the beam centre. The more precise vertex chamber data 
show not only a positive displacement, but also a clear tail on the positive side. To 
provide a robust and precise measure of this distribution the means were determined 
after 10% of the tracks were removed symmetrically from the tails. The t r imnvd 
means are 154 i 20 fim for the early data and 129 ± 14 fim for the vertex chamber 
data. B lifetimes were obtained by adjusting its value in the Monte t 'arlo simulation 
to reproduce the measured trimmed means. The results are T[B) --• 1.24 ± 0.29 ps 
and r{B) = 1.35 ± 0.30 ps, for the two aubsamples, and for the total sample the 
lifetime is 

T{B) = ( 1 2 9 ± 0.20(slai) ± 0.07(ay3t)} • (1.00 ± 0.15) psi 

The complete electron sample yields 0.92 £0.35 pa, while '•>« moon data yield 
1.30±0.25 ps. The systematic error has been separated into an a. iitivc term and an 
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overall scale factor. The uncertainty in the trimmed mean of the impact parameter 
distribution is mainly due to the uncertainly in the B fragmentation. This Is esti
mated to cause a 10% error in the overall r.cale. The uncertainty in the purity of the 
sample arises from errors in the measured leptonic branching ratios and detection 
efficiencies, it is estimated to contribute ±7%. The uncertainty in the determina
tion of the li production point adds ±T?i to the scale error. Present uncertainties 
in the lifetimes of the charm particles contribute only ±0.05 ps to the (systematic 
error. 

The excellent electron identification of the DELCO experiment'"1 leads to a 
very clean 66 sample, and allows for a ' jo^er cut on the leplon transverse momentum, 
namely 1 GeV/c. The impact parameter for the j 13 electron tracks is measured 
relative to the beam centre, the average is 259± 49 pm The B lifeti.ne Is determined 
from a maximum likelihood fit taking into account the measured resolution, includ
ing the non-Gaussian tails, the measured contributions from charm and background 
events in the sample, and the ±3 mm cut on the impact parameter. The principle 
systematic errors arise from the uncertainly in the experimental resolution, ±QOJ ps, 
the fragmentation function and leplonic branching ratios, ifj^j ps, and the Monte 
Carlo modelling of the jet axis, ±QQQ ps. The a -thorn c>ioose to add these ertors 
linearly, leading to a result on the average B lifetime of 

r(B) = 1.17±g;g±8:wP«. 

The Mark II group1*" has tripled the data sample since its first publication. 
The analysis is very simitar to that oT the DELCO group. A final publication with 
substantially improved resolution is in preparation. 

The HUS group'"1 has j',«t completed the fl lifetime analysis. They meaauie 
an average impact parameter of 60 ± 27 jim for 301 electrons with high transverse 
momentum. 

The J A U t experiment,''" combines dE/dx information from the drift-chamber 
with the lead glass signals associated with a track to obtain good electron identifica
tion- In addition, the group eliminates three-jet events to reduce the contamination 
of the electrons by high at hadrons and to assure a correct determination of the 
thrust axis. The lifetime is derived from the average impact parameter by compar
ison with Monte Carlo simulated ev«n&. 

The TASSO collaboration1"' has recently presented an update on their B life
time measurement based on twice the number of events previously published. 
The bb events are selected by a cut on the product of the sphericities of the two 
jets in a frame that approxiniales the rest frame or the produced B mesons. This 
technique gives a higher efficiency but lower purity than the selection of leptons 
with high transverse momentum. The impact parameter distribution of all tracks 
in the B enriched sample shows a marked excess at positive values compared to the 
}i depleted sample. The average li lifetime is determined by cumparing the average 
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impact parameter of 01 ± 17 nm with the Monte Carlo predictions for different T(II). 
Tlie systematic error is dominated by the uncertainty in the purity of the sample 

In addition the TASSO group explored two other methods to determine the 
decay distance in B decay, using only the more recent data with the vertex drift 
chamber in operation. The new measurements are not independent, because they 
arc based on the same data and the same Monte Carlo programs. For both of these 
methods no particular cuts were applied to select 6b events, but the complete hadron 
sample was included. Consequently, these measurements rely on a Monlc Carlo 
simulation to reproduce the B decay multiplicities and fragmentation as well as 
the detector resolution and details of the track fitting. The main systematic errors 
Stem from the uncertainties in this simulation. The results are still preliminary 
and should be considered as a check and confirmation of the impact parameter 
measurement. 

The first method selects the best 3-prong vertex in each jet and calculates the 
decay length using the sphericity axis as the approximate fi direction. Th<>re are 
311)6 vertices, the mean decay length is 141 ± 16 fini. A Monte Carlo prediction 
with the ii lifetime and fragmentation function as free parameters is adjusted to fit 
the measured distribution. The fit yields r(fl) = 1.50±g;JJ ±0.29 ps. 

In the second method the decay vertex is defined as the weighted mean inter
section of all tracks in each jet with the sphericity axis. In addition to the track 
error and angle, its rapidity is used as a weight to enhance to the contribution from 
high momentum tracks. The dipole moment is defined as the weighted distance 
between the vertices of the two jets. On the average 8 tracks per event, with an 
impact parameter resolution of typically 200 ftm, are used. The measured distri
bution for 4874 events has a mean of 328±28 jim. The lifetime IB estimated to be 
r[D) = 1.62 ±8;^ ±0.25 ps 

A compilation of the six recent measurements of the average lifetime of B 
hat: :ius produced in e + e~ annihilation is given in Table V. The experiments agree 
very well, though the systematic errors remain substantial because of ui erlairilies 
in the sample purity, resolution, fragmentation and decay of B hadrons. Many 
features of the modelling of the hadronic final stales are common among the exper
iments, as are some aspects of detector design and analysis, leading to errors that 
are not totally independent. The weighted average or the measurdinei.ls is 

r(fl) = I.l'j ±0.14 • 10" " a. 

The only information on the lifetimes of individual D mesons has been obtained 
by the <J|,KO collaboration.1"1 The number of di-lepton events from H-dcrayb 
translates to a limit 0.46 < T{D°)/T{U* ) < 1.9. 

The 0 lifetime can be related to the Cabibtia-Kobayashi-Mnskawa matrix el
ements V t t and V'ut which represent the coupling of the b quark lo chargrri weak 
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Table V: Measurements of the Average Lifetimes of Beauty Particles 

M A R K 11 M A C D E L C O Hits JAHE TASSO 

Luruinoilty pti~ 1W1 110 114 100 W 15 

Vertex Chamber 

Inner r l id iu i (cm) 

10 1 I I 11.1 0.0 40.0 a.i 

1!} Lepton a Pb/LA Pb /«Ju 

M i « n Pt 

Ceronkov Ph /S t ln l . Pb/GI)U 

P. 

Pb/LA 

Ft 

C u t . p ( C e V / c ) 

P( ( G « V / c ) 

1.0 

I E 

1.0 

I S 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.6 

1.0 

1,8 

# Ltpiout 194 SOI i n 301 112 

S i c u i Ft icUua 0.64 0.7<i 0.79 0.53 0.74 o.so 
Resolution (flat) 00 SO ISO 100 410 140 

leopacl Piraoj f ter ( / i m ) «0-tl7 n a i i i H49± 49 60 ± 1 7 l f l l ± f i f i 9 3 ± I 7 

1 i icl lmt ( 1 0 ~ n « , 

1 Sytt. Error 

0 « ±0.17 
±011 

1.39 ± 0.10 

± 0 17 

, , T + 0 . 1 7 1.17 ± 0 „ 
+ 017 

i ai 4 0-41 1 0 1 - L D.37 1.M ± 0 * 0 

±0.4D 

1.51 ± 0 . 3 1 
+ 0 3 7 

current, in particular, 

where the coefficients depend on the quark masses mUimei'!h and QCD COireclions, 
They have been calculated and reproduce the lepton spectra in semiteptonic decays 
uf charm and beauty mesons, A = 0.58 and B — 1.18-1"1 Using the aveifrgeof the 
semi-leptonic blanching ratios of B mesons of (11.8 ± 0.3 ± 0.$)%***' one obtains 

'i = [4.9-IM 2 + l ° - 0 - I M V • I0" 1 4 «c . 

In the limit of no b -» u transition:, one obtains 

\Vcl) = 0.0-14 i 0.003 ± 0 005, 

where the first error quoted represents the experimental, the second the theoretical 
uncertainties. Baseii on the consosviitivc limit on the b -» u transitions presented 
here by the CLLO group, we obtain 

(V'ul| < 0.012 (?Q% C.L.I. 

With this additional input and the unitariLy condition, the absolute values of all 
elements of tin- Cahibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawamatrix can be determined or severely 
constrained. In fact, the matrix becomes almost diagonal, and lbus;there is very 
little mixing between the second and the third generations of quarks.'"1 The small 
value of |l' c t[ imposes roiikirumls on the top mass, the ratio *'/« in K° decay and 
CI' viul ilum in beauty iiii'siin ilem)'. 
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4. Conclusion 
The present status of lifetime measurements of heavy flavour partklra can l.t-

summarized as follows: 
• Lifetimes of different charm particles are different, 

r(J3*)>r(D°)>T<A0. 

Tills observation indicates either problems with the naive parton description 
Including short distance QC'O effects or the need for IV exchange ami an
nihilation diagrams, or both. There is new information on many exclusive 
decays available from the Mark HI and ARGUS experiments. In particular, 
the observation of 1)° -» K,Q supports contributions from W exchange, while 
the relatively Urge branching ratios for D° -* ~H ir° and [>' • • • i t suggest 
the absence of colour suppression. The large rate of D* -* K K * relative io 
R ff+ could be explained by interference in D+ decay and may be contributing 
to Its reduced hadronle width. 

• Six measurements ale**" storage rings agree on an average lifetime of i)ic U 
liadrons prod'^tid or (].17±°.H) ps. There is still only one directly observed. 
liadro-produced B'H" event.,"1 

In summary, measurements of charm particle lifetimes have substantially im
proved over the last year, but orders of magnitude more data arc needed to study 
lifulime of Individual charm baryons and beauty mesons. There are many experi
ments presently under way, NA-H and NA-32 at CERN, E-653, E-6S7, fi-690 ami 
i:-7r»0 at Fcrmllab, and ARGUS at DESY and CI.EO at Cornell. At SLO and LEP 
"itlistantial production rates and high precision vertex detectors will become avail 
rible. Thus, before the end of this decade, measurements of heavy quark lifeiimes 
•md couplings, possibly Including the top, can be expected. It is an enormous effort., 
but it haa been and will continue to be dint 
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